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• What can we learn about the origin of the EW scale and the EW phase transition            
from an in-depth study of SM particles at colliders?

• What can we learn about the dynamics of strong interactions in different regimes?
• How can we build a complete program of BSM searches which includes                         

both model-specific and model-independent explorations at high scales?

Physics at the Energy Frontier – Snowmass 2021
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• Many new ideas, reflected in a large number of contributions to this workshop
• Tremendous physics potential (and challenges) emphasized throughout

Opportunities at the Future Circular Collider



[Marcela Carena, Fermilab]

FCC-ee Opportunities – Precision and Exploration



• Tera-Z not just a LEP re-run, 
but a literal quantum leap 
towards smallest distances

• If new physics resides in the 
Higgs/EW sector, a full suite 
of Higgs/EW measurements 
required to fully explore it

• If new physics resides in flavour
sector, it cannot generically be 
sequestered from precision EW

• Enormous scope of flavour programme has begun to emerge, in 
particular as the most powerful b and 𝜏 factory ever constructed

• As exp error mitigation strategies evolve, so do theory targets. 
Require 3 and 4-loop precision SM predictions, understanding of 
hadronisation, EFT calculations, high-order QCD+EW, MCs

Theory Overview

[Matthew McCullough, CERN]



Main difference between FCC & C3: beam crossing angle
Landau-Lifschitz process dominates, pT typically very low

FCC beam background studies with Guinea-Pig

[Casey Laswon, MIT]



Hadron Cross-Section at the Z-pole

[Marina Malta Nogueira, MIT]

KKMC & Whizard disagree; Still in need of better Monte Carlo to more 
accurately simulate hadronic events at the Z pole, hadronization & showering



From the past to the future: αS in e+e-

[Iain Stewart, MIT]



MC based “Non-flow subtraction”: Δv2= v2,Data - v2,MC

Similar increasing trend in e+e- and pp data as a function of pT

Significant increase in multiplicity reach at FCC-ee: ~ central p-Pb collisions

[Yen-Jie Lee, MIT]

High-multiplicity e+e- collisions



FCCee ParticleNet Tagger & IDEA Detector Tracker

[Andrea Sciandra, BNL]



Unbinned approach to aTGC searches

[Lingfeng Li, Brown University]



Higgs physics and detector requirements

[Loukas Gouskos, Brown University]
With aim to complete 2nd gen Yukawas, s tagging is crucial



Prospects for Higgs to invisible at the FCC-ee

[Diallo Boye, BNL]



ZH→jjjj

[Iza Veliscek, BNL]



FCC-ee Higgs CP Study

[Nicholas Pinto, Johns Hopkins University]



Sensitivity to BSM fermions from Higgs precision

[Ayres Freitas, University of Pittsburgh]



Top Quark Couplings Prospects

[Fernando Cornet-Gomez, Case Western Reserve University]



ALPs at the FCC-ee

[Andrea Thamm, University of Massachusetts]



• Various interesting questions
– Exploration of parasitic detectors at FCC 

to maximize the physics potential
– Flavor physics and EW physics are largely intertwined

(seen e.g. in arXiv:2311.00020, ↗ M. McCullough’s talk)
– How beneficial would a 125 GeV run be

and under which circumstances?
• Theory effort in U.S. might benefit from more coherence

– Especially as experimental community begins to invest
– Some theory projects might require larger, organized effort
– Many physics scenarios overlooked or not fully explored

Theory brainstorming 



Discussion of 
physics opportunities in
• H→bb
• H→Zγ
• γγ→qq
• W mass
• Calorimetry

Promising studies,
also indicating
the need for more
theory & MC support

Poster session contributions



• FCC-ee is a new frontier, 
both from experimental
and from theoretical perspective

• A path towards understanding
big physics questions formulated
during Snowmass 2021

• Many exciting opportunities

Many thanks 
to the organizers 

for an exciting 
and inspiring 

workshop!


